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the movie that is based on the bestselling novel by e.l. james, is directed by shamim sarif and written by frank
cappaert. the story takes place in london, where a young woman (played bylily james) goes against her friends,
family and her society's beliefs to find her younger sister who has been kidnapped by a child sex ring. this movie is
not just about a modern-day romeo & juliet tale, it also deals with themes of honor and the sacrifice of one's life for
the one you love. absolutely outstanding performances from the cast make this a movie worth watching. check out
whitney on netflix 11. seeking a friend for the end of the world imdb rating: 8.8/10 the movie monsoon shootout is
an edge-of-the-seat thriller following a group of cops who try to curb the high rates of crime in bombay (now called
mumbai). the film is directed by anurag kashyap, anand l. rai and the casts include irrfan khan, katrina kaif and
sheetal patel. watch the trailer here check out monsoon shootout on netflix cast: saurabh shukla, imay arora, leena
yadav, murli sharma, akshay oberoi, anupam bhattacharya, aparna gautam, prasad sharma, neeraj sarna, navneet
nishan, nitesh pandey, mita vashisht, ishita nath, shashi ranjan lust stories 2 is an erotic comedy-drama which hits
on various issues including rape, prostitution, sex addiction and homosexuality. this movie covers various different
stories such as cheaters, perverts, lesbians and gays. it has been directed by hitesh kewalramani and stars
saurabh shukla, imay arora and leena yadav. the cast is all indian. this movie is being produced by red chillies
entertainment. this film was released a few years back and met with mild success. it is being re-released on netflix.
watch the trailer here check out lust stories 2 on netflix
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